View related articles formation of one of them:--or, as the consequence of a subse, quent ehemieal decomposition of one of the surfaees in eontaet: ~that I cannot doubt, if it could so occur, that Mr. W. or any others of similar ways of thinking on this point, could eonduet me to the very strongest ease in Great Britain, of their alleged charring or changi~lg of adjacent substances, by the heat of Basalt : I eould point out facts on the spot, which would completely overturn sueh a supposition ;--with hand Specimens, theoretically selected, or with descriptions bv others, so tinctured, the result might possibly be otherwise. T'his test~ our theoretic inferences must bear, in every instanee, if they are worth anything, or worthy of being eommunieated to others, or remembered.
I " To Sh" Richard Phillips.
"SIa,--To account for the attraetion of gravitation, has long been an object of my most serious inquiry, and I am sorry I cannot find in your paper (of last June) that gratification which by the Downloaded by [RMIT University Library] at 11:34 19 June 2016 the title I was led to expect. I cannot conceive what could induce you to suppose~ that the orbicular and rotary motions of the earth, are the cause of that great principal attraction, of which you justly observe, the Newtonians and all the modern schools of philosophy have acknowledged themselves ignorant. " I think it is very easy to show, that these motions, which are them3elves only effects, cannot be the cruise of what in every point of view appears to be a first principle. If you were to attempt an illustration of your theory by actual experiment, I am persuaded you would discover its ~'allaey.
A circular plane surface, ten or twelve inches in diameter, lying in the plane of our horizon, with grooves cut in its upper surface on lines drawn from the centre to the circumference, might have a rotary motion given to it, and if globules of mercury were put into the grooves, the centrifugal force would by them be exhibited~ and you would find that no orbicular or any other motion, that )ou could communicate, would be able to bring all the globules of mercury at the same time to or towards the centre, which, if your doctrine was true, would undoubtedly be effected by giving it a circular motion, similar to the motion of our earth in its orbit.
I should very much like that you would try this~ or some other experiment, b); way of illustration~ before you apply your "principles to the phaenomena is to the rotary, or as eighty to one. Let us suppose the axis ot t the earth perpendicular to the plane of the earth's orbit, that the earth is turui,ag' fi'om A to G, and that it moves in the orbit in the direction E O. A stone projected from the piont A, will continue ttJ rise till its vi* merliaz is overcome by the attraction of gravitation, by which it will be drawn to the point from whence it was projected. The orbicular and rotary motions of the earth, have no power, whatever, to cause a body'thus projected, to re* tm'n again to the earth ; but on the contrary, were it po~ibte that the earth could pertbrm its revolutions, rotary and orbicular, without the existing principle attraction the stone spoken of, without dxe addition of any muscular or explosive force, would: not remain on the earth, but would fly off in the direction A D~ in obedience to the indisputable laws of motion. An attentive examination of the annexed diagram, will familiarly show that it is impossible for a projectile thus neglected by its guardian attraction, ever again to return.
I am ~iIliag to admit, that the orbicular and rotary motions of the earth combined, on account of the inclination (if'the earth's axis, produce some peculiar effects not yet justly noticed ; but I am more inclined to suppose that the), are the cause of the precession of the equinoxes, or of the nutation of the earth's axis, than of that great and still unfathomable principle which cannot but excite the wonder and admiration of unassuming philosophers.
But admittit,g (which t have not the least inclination to do) that your theory holds good at the equator, how will you account for tl~e attraction of gravitation at or near the poles } How will you account for the horizontal attraction of the sun m~d moon ? will you be able to account for our tides, neap and spring } If you can give satisfactory answers to these questions, you will no doubt very much stagger the present ideas of;
Sir, yours, &c. Norwich, July o~, 1817.
HENRY RUSSl~L.
XXXI. On Mr. TATUM'S Experiments on Vegetation. By A CORR~SFONDENT.
To Mr. Tilloch.
S,a, --IN the advanced state of chemical science, the accumulation of experiments proceeds with so much rapidity, that it is possible a man of the most extensive reading may claim as a discovery an observation which had been made by another. But when a correspondent pretends to enlighten one of the most controverted subjects of experimental ~eience by views and ex-periment~
